Computer simulations are an attractive means by which to probe the self-assembly and molecular level organization of lipids in biological membranes. In this work, we study a simple skin lipid system to demonstrate the ability of the coarse-grained models used for fatty acids, cholesterol, and water to selfassemble, thus validating the models for use in further studies of the complex lipid mixtures found in the outermost layer of the skin. Specifically, the ability of the models to predict the correct self-assembled structures from molecular dynamics simulations is compared against those seen experimentally and from all-atom simulations of preassembled bilayers. The nature of the molecular interactions and their roles in the self-assembly process is elucidated and heuristics for self-assembly established. Additionally, the coarse-grained models have been used to characterize the effect of varying cholesterol composition on bilayer properties and the mechanism of bilayer destabilization by short and long chain fatty acids in the presence of cholesterol.
Introduction
The skin barrier plays an essential role in human physiology by preventing water loss from the body and providing protection from external physical, chemical, and biological attack. 1 The barrier function of the skin is believed to be localized to the stratum corneum, which is composed of dead skin cells embedded in a lipid-rich environment. The lipids of the stratum corneum consist mainly of ceramides, cholesterol and free fatty acids, with small proportions of cholesterol sulfate and cholesteryl esters. 2 The lipid mixture is biologically unusual in that it does not contain any phospholipids, which are the major components of most biological membranes. While much is known about the nature of the skin lipids and the minimum number and type of lipids needed to achieve self-assembly into the structures seen in native skin, [3] [4] [5] [6] a clear understanding of how and why these molecules assemble into the structures observed through microscopy and biophysical measurements does not yet exist.
Several models of skin lipid organization have been proposed in the literature based on experimental observations; 7 however, the molecular-level arrangement of the lipids cannot be elucidated experimentally and several different proposed organizations equally support the experimental data. Computer simulation is therefore ideally suited to differentiate between the proposed models and probe the molecular arrangement of the skin lipids. Molecular dynamics simulations, in particular, have been widely used to study biological membranes (see for example [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the time scale on which self-assembly takes place in mixed lipid systems is typically beyond the reach of detailed atomistic simulations, resulting in the need for coarsegrained (CG) models. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In a CG model, groups of atoms are represented by single sites (or beads) in order to drastically reduce the degrees of freedom in the simulation and enable the modeling of larger system sizes over longer time scales. Although the specific details of developing a CG potential or force-field vary, in all cases, the CG interactions must be optimized against target data in order to reproduce desired properties or phenomena. This can be experimental data, such as in the development of the Martini force-field 18, 19 for which the model parameters are chosen to reproduce free energies of solvation or phase changes, or atomistic simulation data, which is typically used in the development of center of mass based numerical coarse-grained potentials that can be optimized through methods such as force-matching, 20 inverse Monte Carlo, 21 or iterativeBoltzmann inversion. 22, 23 For an overview of CG model development and its application to biological self-assembly the reader is directed to several excellent reviews. 17, [24] [25] [26] In previous work, we successfully utilized the iterative-Boltzmann inversion (IBI) method as implemented by Reith, P€ utz, and M€ uller-Plathe, 22, 23 to develop amorphous and crystalline potentials for two key stratum corneum lipids; saturated fatty acids ranging from 16 to 30 carbons in length 27 and cholesterol.
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In addition, a CG water model 29 was developed that dynamically maps four water molecules to a single CG bead. This was uniquely achieved through the combination of the IBI method and the k-means clustering algorithm, 30, 31 and enabled the development of CG beads that represent multiple-water molecules and are compatible with center of mass based coarse-graining methods. Since the IBI method uses radial distribution function (RDF) data extracted from atomistic simulations as the target of the optimization, the models developed retain the structural properties seen in the atomistic counterpart system on the CG level. Since the models were specifically developed to provide an accurate description of the lipid structure, we have not considered thermodynamic properties; and note that the two have been found to be mutually exclusive at the CG level.
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The self-assembling capabilities of the models developed are investigated in this work through the simulation of a cholesterol/ hexadecanoic acid (a fully saturated fatty acid of 16 carbons, denoted by C16:0) system that has also been studied experimentally by Lafleur and coworkers due to both its simplicity and relevance to the stratum corneum. 33, 34 In the experimental work, the phase behavior of cholesterol and C16:0 in well-hydrated mixtures was examined and the effects of temperature and lipid composition on the phase behaviour determined. The authors found cholesterol and C16:0 existed in a bilayer phase only at temperatures between the melting points of the acid and cholesterol (between 328 K and 422 K); outside of this range, the experimental data suggested high concentrations of cholesterol exist locally within the bilayer in cholesterol-rich domains. Additionally, the authors found the structures varied only slightly with large changes in cholesterol composition from 25% to 65%. The authors hypothesized that the cholesterol and fatty acids form a symbiotic relationship in the bilayer phase where the acid group provides hydrophobic shielding to minimize the contact between the hydrophobic portions of the lipids and bulk water while maximizing the hydrophobic van der Waals (VDW) contacts. Additionally, the rigidifying nature of cholesterol was thought to induce order in the acid tails allowing a bilayer phase to be maintained.
Through the simulation of the C16:0/cholesterol/water system reported herein, we extend the applicability of the CG models developed in earlier work [27] [28] [29] to mixed lipid systems and provide additional support for the experimental hypotheses by studying the effects of fatty acid chain length and cholesterol composition on bilayer formation on the molecular level. In addition, the simulations highlight how the different components of the lipid mixture affect the self-assembly process. Furthermore, to provide additional support for the accuracy of the CG models and verification of the structures formed, we have also performed atomistic simulations from preassembled bilayers of C16:0 mixed with cholesterol at temperatures above the melting point of C16:0, thereby matching the experiments as much as possible. Although atomistic simulations have previously been performed by Holtje et al. on preassembled bilayers containing a mixture of C16:0 and C18:0 fatty acids with cholesterol, 35 the simulations were performed at temperatures well below the melting point of the fatty acids and experimental results were unavailable for comparison at the time of publication.
Simulation details and coarse-graining methodology
Atomistic simulations have been performed from two initial configurations of a preassembled C16:0/cholesterol bilayer with 144 molecules per leaflet in an equimolar ratio of cholesterol to C16:0 and solvated by 6000 water molecules. In the first configuration, the C16:0 and cholesterol were randomly distributed throughout the leaflets, while in the second an alternating configuration in which the nearest neighbor to each fatty acid is a cholesterol and vice versa was considered. The CHARMM force-field was used to model the C16:0 36-38 and cholesterol 39, 40 with the TIP3P water model 41 for the solvent, since the CHARMM force-field is based on the use of the TIP3P water model. [36] [37] [38] Both atomistic and CG simulations were performed using the LAMMPS molecular dynamics code 42 at a temperature of 333 K and a pressure of 1.0 bar using the Nos e-Hoover thermostat and barostat in an NPT ensemble in which each axis of the simulation box is changed independently but remains orthorhombic. 43 After stabilizing the two systems for approximately 500 ps by slowly increasing the temperature from 298 to 333 K and the timestep to 1 fs, the bilayers were equilibrated for a further 5 ns, and then run until the area per lipid remained constant for a total of 30 ns. A simulation time of 30 ns was determined to be sufficient for the atomistic simulations based on the agreement between the two simulations that started from different initial configurations, as described below.
The mapping of the molecules to the CG level is shown in Fig. 1 . The fatty acid model consists of a chain of alkyl tail beads (TAIL) connected to a terminal bead (TER2) and the hydrophilic acid head bead (HEAD). 27 The cholesterol model contains a rigid multi-ring structure composed of one hydrophilic bead (ALC), representing the location of the alcohol group, and four hydrophobic beads (RING), attached to a 2-bead (TAILC and TERC) flexible tail. In addition, the chiral methyls of cholesterol are mapped as explicit beads (CHM) separate from the ring structure in order to give the model a distinction between the smooth and rough face of cholesterol. 28 Finally, the CG water model (H2O4) represents an average of four waters clustered together in a hydrogen-bonded network. 29 Although we have already developed the CG force-fields for the fatty acids, cholesterol and water, to avoid any issues any transferability to different thermodynamic conditions (i.e., 333 K versus room temperature), the pure interactions were re-optimized at a temperature of 333 K in an amorphous state in the exact same manner as the original models. [27] [28] [29] Once the CG force-fields for the fatty acids, cholesterol, and water were obtained the crossinteractions required to study a mixture of the bilayer constituents then needed to be determined; therefore, atomistic NVT simulations were performed for the binary mixtures (equimolar simulations of cholesterol and C16:0 and equivolume simulations of the lipids and water) at 333 K and densities corresponding to 1.0 bar in order to obtain appropriate RDFs for optimizing the missing cross-interactions, as discussed in section 4. The CG simulations were again performed under the same conditions as the atomistic simulations.
As stated earlier, the IBI method 22, 23 was used in previous work to optimize the non-bonded and bonded interactions in the development of CG models for fatty acids, 27 cholesterol, 28 and water. 29 To determine the non-bonded interactions the IBI method applies an iterative Boltzmann inversion to update the potentials until the RDF of the CG model matches the target RDF extracted from the atomistic trajectory mapped to the CG level. As in previous work, the target RDFs were found to have minimal differences from simulations running for 1, 5 or 25 ns; 27,28 therefore, the optimization simulations were run for 1 ns. In the CG simulations, to optimize the missing cross interactions, potentials for similar interactions were used as an initial guess in conjunction with the previously optimized interactions for the pure species to produce a CG RDF. For example, ALC-ALC was used as the initial guess for the ALC-HEAD interaction. The CG RDF was then extracted from the simulation trajectory and compared against the target RDF and the CG potential updated via a modified Boltzmann inversion, viz:
where V i (r) is the potential, g i (r) is the CG RDF, and g * (r) the target RDF, all at distance r and iteration number i. This process is repetitively iterated until there is a negligible change in the potential. We note that the pressure correction process in the original IBI method was not implemented and an iterative procedure in which the potentials are optimized in the NPT ensemble and then reoptimized in the NVT ensemble was used instead to ensure appropriate pressures. 27 In eqn (1), d is a damping factor added to the original IBI method to aid in stabilization of the algorithm when optimizing complex CG systems like crystals 27, 28 or systems with many interactions to optimize, as discussed in earlier work. 27, 28, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] 
Atomistic simulations results
As described above, in order to determine if the initial configuration of the bilayer would affect the results from the atomistic simulations, two atomistic bilayers with different initial configurations were studied. In both simulations, the bilayer remained intact throughout, establishing a bilayer structure is stable for a mixture of cholesterol and hexadecanoic acid. Additionally, independent of the initial configuration, both simulations produced the same area per lipid (33.1 A) and bilayer height (32 A), the latter in very good agreement with the experimental value of 32 A. Furthermore, a comparison of lateral RDFs measured between the hydrophilic groups (ALC-ALC, ALC-HEAD, and HEAD-HEAD) in both simulations confirms the same final structure in terms of the relative location of the cholesterol and fatty acid molecules. To further verify the accuracy of the atomistic simulations, the order parameter of the lipid tails, which is a measure of how well trans-gauche conformations are adopted, was also calculated and compared to experimental data. The order parameter is determined from,
where the brackets represent an ensemble average and q is the angle calculated between the bilayer normal and the normal vector of the plane formed from each carbon's hydrogens. An order parameter of 1.0 indicates the tail is completely parallel with the axis of the molecule, a value of 0.0 represents complete disorder in the tail, and a value of À0.5 indicates that the tails are perpendicular to the reference axis. In Fig. 2 , we present the order parameter measured from the atomistic simulations compared to the experimentally determined values, 33 which follow a trend commonly seen for bilayers containing cholesterol, namely, the carbon bonds near the ring structure have a higher order parameter than those near the flexible tail of cholesterol.
50-54 However, we note the experimental order parameter is only measured explicitly near the acid group (carbons 2 and 3) and near the terminal carbon atoms (carbons 15 and 16), whereas the values for the middle carbons are assumed to follow a unimodal behavior. 33 From the simulations we see that the order parameters are consistently larger than the experimental values, but the data is unimodal for carbons 7 through 16. Additionally, while following the same trend as the remainder of the experimental points (if they were extrapolated), carbon 2 has a much higher degree of order than the experimental target. When considering the experimental assumptions, the rotational order of the fatty acid tails in our simulations appears to be fairly accurate. Finally, in both configurations, cholesterol-rich domains form within the bilayer as seen in Fig. 3 , which is in further agreement with experimental findings. 
Coarse-grained model development
Since the capability of the IBI method to produce CG potentials that yield RDFs in good agreement with the atomistic target is well established (see for example references Fig. 2 Order parameter for the fatty acid tails from atomistic molecular dynamics simulations (crosses) compared to experimental data (diamonds). [22, 23, [27] [28] [29] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [55] [56] [57] ), the RDFs fitted in this work to optimize the missing cross interactions are not shown. Rather, we focus on the procedures used to determine appropriate cross interaction potentials and the self-assembly studies performed utilizing the CG potentials to demonstrate the accuracy of the CG models and their suitability for studying skin lipid selfassembly. By combining the CG potentials obtained from the pure lipid systems studied in previous work [27] [28] [29] and the crossinteraction potentials optimized from simple binary mixture simulations, a mixed lipid system of C16:0, cholesterol, and water can be studied on the CG level. While transferability of the pure interactions to mixed systems has been studied and validated in previous work, 27-29 here we consider a more complex lipid mixture and have developed a new method to assess transferability through the comparison of RDFs from singlebead simulations, as discussed below.
In the self-assembly simulations 400 cholesterol, 400 C16:0, and 7,000 water beads (35 waters/lipid) were combined in four separate initial configurations as shown in Fig. 4 . Configurations 4a and 4b were built from the final configurations observed in cholesterol/water and C16:0/water simulations (which are phaseseparated) to represent an initially immiscible state. In both, the fatty acids were placed on the left and cholesterol placed on the right and then duplicated on a grid. The configuration in 4c represents a ''well-mixed'' configuration, while the remaining configuration, 4d, represents a cholesterol crystal and a fatty acid crystal solvated by water. In simulations with all four of these initial configurations, lipid aggregation was observed after less than 1.0 ns of simulation, but a definitive structure did not form. At this point we should note that the dynamics in the CG simulations are faster than those seen on the atomistic level and so 1.0 ns in a CG simulation does not represent 1.0 ns in the atomistic simulations; the times reported should therefore be only interpreted in a relative sense.
To probe if the force-field was capable of self-assembling on any timescale, a preassembled bilayer was studied, since a preassembled bilayer in an equilibrated state should retain its structure on the CG level if the force-field is appropriate. In this case, although the lipids stayed phase-separated from water as shown in Fig. 5a , a bilayer structure was not retained; the head groups migrated away from the lipid-water interface, which allowed the hydrophobic groups to interact directly with the water beads. While the pure interactions may be different in a mixed system and could be improved by re-optimization, earlier work suggests that potentials derived from pure systems can be used in mixed systems successfully. 29 Therefore, in order to minimize the changes to the potentials developed thus far, and keep the model development as simple and as consistent as possible, we focused on alternative strategies to determine the appropriate cross-interactions.
The first approach involved optimizing both pure interactions and cross-interactions from the simple binary mixtures (i.e., cholesterol/water, hexdecanoic acid/water, and cholesterol/hexdecanoic acid). For clarity, these potentials will be referred to as the mixture potentials and the potentials with only the cross interactions optimized from the binary mixture simulations will be referred to as the simple potentials. If the preassembled bilayer screening simulation is repeated with the mixture potentials, two different interactions can be used for the pure interactions. For example, the H2O4-H2O4 interaction could be taken from the cholesterol/water simulation or the fatty acid/water simulation. For clarity, the different potential sets used in this study are listed in Table 1 . As a result, eight separate combinations of mixture potentials (labeled mixture A through mixture H potential) for the pure and cross-interactions can be tested; however, none of these combinations were found to be capable of retaining a bilayer structure and either formed a phase-separated lipid region, as in Fig. 5a , or the cholesterol phase separated from the fatty acids, as seen in Fig. 5b .
These simulations demonstrate how both the simple and mixture potentials cannot reproduce the desired behavior and bilayer structure, most likely due to how differently the molecules behave in the simple binary mixtures compared to the bilayer. Considering a bilayer can only form experimentally in a mixture Fig. 3 Top down view from an atomistic bilayer simulation illustrating the cholesterol rich domains (highlighted yellow regions). In the figure, the cyan/red molecules are cholesterols and the silver/blue molecules fatty acids. Fig. 4 Initial configurations used in self-assembly studies of cholesterol (cyan/red) and hexadecanoic acid (silver/blue). a) an immiscible state with a 2 Â 2 Â 2 duplication grid, b) an immiscible state generated using a 4 Â 1 Â 2 duplication grid, c) a well-mixed state, and d) separate crystal states. Water is not shown for clarity.
of the two lipids in the presence of water, this conclusion appears to be reasonable.
De-coupled single-bead simulations
To help determine the CG potential required for self-assembly, all of the CG interactions were optimized against target RDFs obtained from a pre-assembled atomistic bilayer simulation containing 64 lipids per leaflet (referred to as the bilayer potentials) and compared to the simple and the mixture potentials. Initially, the interaction potentials themselves were compared, but the differences between the potentials provided little insight into how to overcome the preference for general aggregation rather than self-assembly into an ordered structure. Furthermore, in any system with multiple interaction types, the potentials experience a coupling effect (i.e., changes in one potential can affect all of the RDFs). Therefore, in an effort to decouple the interactions and more clearly define the differences between the potentials, simulations of 225 beads in a cubic box of 30 A (corresponding to the density of CG water) using the interaction of interest were performed. From these simulations, we found that not only do the single-bead simulations indicate which CG potentials can be treated transferably and which need to change, as discussed below, they also elucidate how the functional groups in the lipids need to interact in order to maintain a bilayer structure. In the CG force-field, the HEAD, TAIL, ALC, RING, and H2O4 beads were considered to be the most important because of their large numbers, and so the pure and crossinteractions between these beads were the focus of the single bead simulations. Before the results of the de-coupled single bead simulations are discussed, we note that a well-structured RDF with many sharp peaks is assumed to come from a relatively strong potential. As such, in further discussion, if an interaction is said to be stronger, this statement stems from observing sharper and higher peaks in the RDFs.
The differences observed in the RDFs obtained from the single bead simulations with each of the interaction potentials (i.e., simple, mixed and bilayer) is shown in Fig. 6a for the pure fatty acid HEAD bead. From this figure, the bilayer potential can be seen to have the strongest HEAD-HEAD interaction, the mixture potential the weakest, and the simple potential lying in between. This indicates the potential between HEAD beads obtained from the simulation of a binary fatty acid/water mixture does not have the strength needed to induce the required order in the lipids and achieve self-assembly. A similar trend is obtained for the ALC-ALC interactions as seen in Fig. 6b ; the bilayer potential has the highest peak and the mixture potential has the lowest.
A slightly different trend is seen between the HEAD beads and water as shown in Fig. 6c ; while it is obvious that the bilayer Fig. 5 Simulation snapshot from screening simulations of cholesterol (cyan/red) and hexadecanoic acid (silver/blue) surrounded by water (yellow) using a) the simple, b) the mixture and c) the updated potentials, after 5.0 ns. Table 1 -List of potential sets studied indicating were the interactions in each are taken from and how those interactions were fitted; (all) indicates that both the cross and pure interactions were fitted, (cross) indicates that just the cross interactions were fitted. Key refers to the key cross-interactions (ALC-HEAD, HEAD-H2O4, ALC-H2O4, TAIL-H2O4, RING-H2O4) potential has the strongest interaction, the interaction from the mixture potential is stronger than the simple potential. In the mixture potentials, the interaction strength between HEAD beads is decreased compared to the simple potential, and, as a result, the HEAD-H2O4 potential compensates by becoming stronger. In addition, although the mixture HEAD-H2O4 interaction is strong, the interaction from the bilayer potential is significantly stronger due to the well-defined phase boundary (the continuous plane of head groups bordered by water) found in a uniform bilayer. In other words, the high degree of structure at the phase boundary leads to sharp peaks in the target atomistic RDF, which further leads to stronger attraction by way of optimized against the more ordered target atomistic RDFs. From Fig. 6d we can see that the interaction between the alcohol group of cholesterol and water also exhibits similar RDFs in the simple potential and the mixture potential, but is completely different to that seen from the bilayer potential. Furthermore, the ALC-H2O4 interaction in the mixture potential appears to be relatively weak compared to those in Fig. 6a-c ; however, when considering the hydrogen bonding capabilities between water and an alcohol compared to the hydrogen bonding in the other systems, this trend is expected (i.e., water will have a stronger attraction to an acid group than to alcohol). If the interactions were of the same magnitude, the alcohol group of cholesterol would provide sufficient hydrophobic shielding and would not require the fatty acids to maintain a bilayer structure. Also from Fig. 6c and 6d , the ALC-H2O4 RDF and the HEAD-H2O4 RDF from the bilayer potential appear to exhibit a similar shape and magnitude, indicating there should be minimal preference between water and a specific hydrophilic lipid bead in the bilayer phase.
If we consider the cross interaction between two head beads (HEAD-ALC) as shown in Fig. 6e , similar to the earlier observation, the well-defined phase boundary in the bilayer causes the cross-interaction between the hydrophilic groups of the two different lipids in the simple and mixture potential to be very different than that obtained from the bilayer potential. Although clustering of the different hydrophilic groups occurs in the binary mixtures, they are not as ordered or as densely packed in an amorphous configuration as in a bilayer; due to the lack of a welldefined phase boundary, the lipids actually arrange themselves in the same amorphous manner as in a water-free binary lipid mixture. In short, the differences in structuring between the binary mixture and bilayer simulations results in higher order structuring in the target bilayer RDFs compared to those from the binary mixtures, which in turn results in stronger interactions in potentials derived by fitting to the bilayer RDFs.
For interactions involving hydrophobic beads, we find negligible differences between the different potentials (as an example the RING-RING RDF is presented in Fig. 6f ). This indicates the structure of the hydrophobic groups is independent of the specific phase induced by the hydrophilic interactions and the potentials derived from pure simulations are transferable to a bilayer system. We hypothesize this phenomenon stems from the fact that all of the hydrophobic beads have very similar chemical makeup (carbons and hydrogens) and interactions (i.e., weak electrostatic interactions, minimal dipoles, and non-existent hydrogen bonding capabilities). Without strong directional interactions, the atomistic counterparts will interact with themselves with the same interaction strength in most orientations, but when atomistic components hydrogen bond, the relative interactions between sites can vary from system to system because of the orientational dependence. This behavior can be inferred from Fig. 6a-e ; the hydrogen bonding network found in the simple mixtures is not as extensive and ordered as that found in the bilayer phase, forcing those interactions to deviate from that observed in a bilayer.
The exception to the above generalization is the interactions between hydrophobic beads and water. Although not as different as the hydrophilic RDFs, a small difference does exist between the three potentials, as can be seen in Fig. 6g for the RING-H2O4 interaction, which is presented as an example. The interaction strength between RING and H2O4 beads is slightly higher in the simple potential compared to the bilayer and mixture potentials. In the simple potential, the strong interaction between ALC groups and the ALC-H2O4 interaction causes the ring beads to be too isolated from the bulk water and as a result, the RING-H2O4 interaction compensates and is stronger in order to match the target atomistic RDF. In contrast, the weaker ALC-ALC interaction in the mixture force-field allows an appropriate mixing between the hydrophobic beads and water with a weaker RING-H2O4 interaction. In the bilayer potential, water has minimal contact with the RING beads, which is reflected by the near repulsive RING-H2O4 interaction. These conclusions also hold true for the TAIL-H2O4 interactions when considering the RDFs presented in Fig. 6h .
Following the above analysis five cross-interactions (HEAD-H2O4 ALC-H2O4, HEAD-ALC, RING-H2O4 and TAIL-H2O4) were identified as sufficiently different between the bilayer and simple or mixture potentials. While the HEAD-HEAD interaction was also significantly different between the simple and the bilayer potential, pure interactions were not updated in order to minimize the changes to the potentials developed thus far and maintain the simplicity of the coarse-graining framework. The five key cross-interactions to be updated were replaced in the simple potential by optimizing their interactions against the bilayer RDFs in the ternary bilayer system while keeping all other interactions constant. A CG simulation with the updated potential was then performed and self-assembly achieved; however, a vesicle was formed rather than a bilayer as shown in Fig. 5c . This result suggests that the HEAD-ALC RDF measured from a vesicle is within the optimization tolerance of the target RDF measured from a bilayer. This result is not surprising considering the small degree of curvature and the continued presence of a well-defined phase boundary. Molecules capable of self-assembly either form a spherical, cylindrical, bilayer, or vesicle shape based on the area/volume ratio of the molecule. 58 Assuming the volume cannot be changed and the area is dependent upon the location of the HEAD-ALC potential minimum, the HEAD-ALC potential was shifted to exhibit a larger repulsive region by moving the potential minimum to larger distances as described by,
where V(r) is the potential at position r and l is the magnitude of the shift (the distance between the single bead RDF peaks) applied. By altering the potential in this way (l ¼ 0.5), a more accurate local minima is achieved following re-optimization as shown in Fig. 7 , where we can see the first peak in the de-coupled RDF has clearly shifted to a higher value indicating the repulsion diameter has increased. With this final potential, following a simulation of a pre-assembled bilayer that retained its structure, simulations were again performed from all four of the initial configurations shown in Fig. 4 and self-assembly observed in each case over the course of 25 ns.
Coarse-grained self-assembly heuristics
Although self-assembly occurred from all of the initial configurations studied with the final form of the CG potential, all but the simulation starting from the configuration shown in Fig. 4b formed a bilayer that spanned the periodic boundaries at an angle as shown in Fig. 8a . Independent of how long the simulations were run, the structure was found to be too stable to reform into a continuous bilayer. Such a configuration typically indicates the amount of water in the simulation is not large enough, and so the lipids do not have sufficient working volume to form a single bilayer within the simulation cell; essentially, the bilayer is stabilized prematurely by connecting pieces of a bilayer across the reflections from the periodic boundaries. When the amount of water was increased from 35 to 50 waters per lipid, a continuous bilayer formed from configuration (4b), and branched bilayers formed from configurations (4a), (4c), and (4d), similar to that seen in Fig. 8b . In configuration (4b), the initial configuration contained lipids in the same plane at a thickness similar to the atomistic bilayer height allowing for self-assembly in a shorter amount of time (less than 5.0 ns). The branched portion of the bilayer in the other configurations was, again, too stable to reform into a uniform bilayer. However, the bilayers formed in all of the configurations did not span across the periodic boundaries, as seen in Fig. 8a , indicating solvating the system with 50 waters per lipid was appropriate. These results suggest the initial configuration may be biasing the structure formed and so developing a strategy to ensure bilayer self-assembly independent of the initial configuration was desirable. In the simulations performed thus far, the lipids phase separate from the water and aggregate independent of the initial configuration, but only with the final CG force-field do the lipids shift from an aggregated state to an ordered phase. These observations indicate the separate roles each bead type plays in self-assembly; specifically, that the hydrophobic interactions drive the lipid aggregation in water, while the hydrophilic interactions induce structure and order into the lipid region in order to form a bilayer. Therefore if these two phenomena can be isolated in a step-wise fashion in the equilibration scheme, the formation of bilayers instead of metastable configurations should be observed. This can be achieved by exaggerating the roles the bead types exhibit, by initially utilizing the original force-field (the simple potential) to drive lipid aggregation through the attraction between the hydrophobic beads followed by switching the five key hydrophilic interactions (resulting in the final potential) to induce the aggregated lipid phase to rearrange into a bilayer structure with a well-defined phase boundary. In this way, the hydrophilic interactions are prevented from inducing order in the lipids prematurely and forcing the structure into a local minimum (e.g. structures found in Fig. 8 ). The strength of the updated potentials (i.e., primarily the ALC-HEAD interaction) causes the shift in structure and discourages transition to metastable configurations.
In Fig. 9 , a series of snapshots from a CG simulation using the initial configuration shown in Fig. 4d and the equilibration scheme outlined above are presented. In the figure, once the two lipid crystals combine, a continuous aggregated lipid phase (Fig. 9b) is formed. Following the replacement of the key hydrophilic interactions, the lipids orientate themselves so the hydrophilic beads isolate the hydrophobic beads from the bulk water. Throughout the equilibration, defects form and undulations occur as seen in Fig. 9c . After some time, more lipids diffuse from the interior of the lipid phase and continue building the bilayer along the x-axis until the system achieves a uniform thickness and is essentially defect free (Fig. 9d) . When 50 waters/ lipid are used to solvate the configurations found in Fig. 4 , a bilayer is formed in every case using the equilibration strategy described within approximately 25 ns, but only configuration (4b) forms a bilayer when 35 waters/lipid are used with this equilibration scheme. When solvated by 35 waters/lipid, the lipids from configurations (4a), (4c), and (4d) span each axis to stabilize artificial structures as shown in Fig. 10 . This therefore provides further support for the conclusion that 50 waters/lipid is necessary for bilayer self-assembly with the CG models developed. Although self-assembly can occur with less water, the boundary effects discussed above prevent self-assembly into a bilayer from most of the initial configurations studied. Fig. 7 Qualitative comparison of RDFs from the de-coupling singlebead simulations using the HEAD-ALC potential from the updated potential (diamonds), which forms vesicles, and the final potential (crosses) that forms a bilayer. Fig. 8 Snapshot from a self-assembly simulation in which a bilayer of cholesterol (cyan/red) and hexadecanoic acid (silver/blue) solvated by water (yellow) (a) bridges across the periodic boundaries and (b) forms branches.
Finally, the effect of system size was examined through simulations of an equimolar mixture of two lipid crystals containing 256 or 1024 molecules per leaflet solvated by 50 waters/ lipid. In the large system (1024 lipids/leaflet), self-assembly of a stable bilayer phase occurred over 50 ns (as compared to 25 ns for the original system studied). Although the larger number of lipids is contributing to the longer self-assembly time, the small and large system share a common difference as compared to the original (400 lipids per leaflet) system in that the aspect ratio of the simulation cell in the original system is close to cubic, but, by maintaining the same water to lipid ratio, the aspect ratio of the simulation cell in the small and large lipid systems is far from cubic. Essentially, similar boundary effects as shown in Fig. 8 delayed the final stabilization of a uniform bilayer when the simulation box was far from a cubic shape. As further discussed in section 6, each bilayer system with the same molar ratio of cholesterol to fatty acid had the same area/lipid, bilayer height, and lateral RDFs, independent of size. As such, there were no observed system size effects with respect to the final self-assembled structure. In further simulations, 256 lipids per leaflet was found to be the smallest system capable of self-assembling into a uniform bilayer; with 144 lipids per leaflet, boundary effects dominated and prevented the formation of a uniform bilayer.
Coarse-grained bilayer results
Equimolar C16:0/CHOL system With a CG model capable of self-assembly determined, the initially crystalline system was studied for a further 50 ns beyond bilayer formation for analysis. From this simulation, the average bilayer height was determined to be 30 A, which is $6% different from the atomistic and experimental value of 32 A. Although not available experimentally, the average area per lipid was also calculated and found to be in good agreement with the atomistic bilayer at 33. ). The observation of a CG bilayer with an accurate area per lipid but smaller than expected thickness could indicate that the water is compressing the bilayer. The average density of the bulk water phase was calculated and compared between the CG and atomistic systems. In the atomistic simulations, the density was found to be 0.984 g/cc in the bulk water phase at 333 K compared to 0.987 g/cc in a pure water system, while the density was found to be 1.345 g/cc in the CG simulation. In the CG simulation the water beads are therefore packing more tightly than in the pure water simulations, resulting in a higher density. To investigate, the water potential minimum was shifted to larger distances through the use of eqn (3) and the simulation rerun with modified water potentials (HEAD-H2O4 and ALC-H2O4). As expected, the density of the water phase decreased and the average bilayer height increased, but the structure of the lipids was lost. Considering the model originally predicted the density of pure water to within 0.1% of the experimental value, 29 the updated HEAD-H2O4 and ALC-H2O4 interactions appear to be the source of the compression. Since the average area per lipid indicates the lateral structure is accurate on the CG level, the CG force-field was not modified to account for the compression effect.
To further verify the structures obtained on the CG level are in agreement with the atomistic simulations, we can also compare lateral RDFs from the atomistic bilayer and the CG bilayer. As representative examples, the ALC-ALC RDF and the HEAD-ALC RDF are shown in Fig. 11 and can be seen to be in good agreement with the target data, indicating that the cholesterol molecules are packing and are arranged in the same manner on both length scales. The agreement between the RDFs and the visual identification of cholesterol clusters (similar to Fig. 3 ) confirms the presence of cholesterol-rich domains as hypothesized by Pare et al. 33 Although the HEAD-ALC RDF is slightly higher in the CG system, it is consistently higher at an average value of 0.07 and may be a consequence of the mismatch in the HEAD-HEAD RDF shown in Fig. 11c ; the RDF on the CG level has a much higher and thinner peak than the atomistic target indicating the spacing between HEAD groups exhibits little variation throughout the bilayer. The location of the RDF peak is reproduced in the CG bilayer, supporting the conclusion that the lipids are packing correctly and is further demonstrated by the agreement in the area per lipid measurements between the CG bilayer and the atomistic simulation. The discrepancy in the broadness of the peak can be rationalized when one considers that, atomistically, the acid groups hydrogen bond with water, but also hydrogen bond laterally with cholesterol and other acids; the pairs within a hydrogen bond continuously change throughout the target atomistic simulation, so the distance between the atomistic acid group and a neighboring acid group varies significantly. On the CG level, the hydrogen bonding is implicit and the interaction is isotropic, so the relative positions of interacting (hydrogen bonding) HEAD beads exhibits little variance, resulting in a sharp peak in the RDF.
To verify the ordering effect of cholesterol on the CG level, we can measure the order parameter of the fatty acid tails. In comparison to the atomistic system, the definition of q in eqn (2) must change to the angle between the vector formed along the CG bond and the bilayer normal due to the lack of a hydrogen plane. Although the experimental values for the order parameter cannot be reported on the CG level, the CG results can be compared against values measured from atomistic simulations mapped to the CG level as seen in Fig. 12 . Other than for the first bond, the CG values match the trend of decreasing order at larger bead numbers seen in the atomistic simulation, which implies the rigid structure of cholesterol induces order in the tails, and the flexible tail of cholesterol is not as effective at inducing order in the fatty acid tails towards the center of the bilayer on both the atomistic and CG levels.
Effect of cholesterol concentration
With the CG models shown to self-assemble into structures in good agreement with experimental results, we then investigated the effects of different cholesterol concentrations on bilayer structure. To mirror the work of Par e et al., 33 the effects of differing cholesterol concentrations in the bilayer structure were examined through additional simulations of 400 lipids per leaflet with 25% and 65% cholesterol. From these simulations, increasing the amount of cholesterol was found to have minimal effect on the ordering of the CG flexible tails, as reflected by the order parameter shown in Fig. 12 , and is consistent with results obtained from atomistic phospholipid/cholesterol bilayer simulations. 59 At each bond, the order parameter is within a value of 0.01 from each other, which translates to a $0.5 difference in the average value of q. In addition, the fluidizing effect of cholesterol on the CG level is seen when the area/lipid is measured and compared between the systems with differing cholesterol concentrations. As the concentration of cholesterol is increased from 25% to 50% to 65%, the area/lipid increases (from 31.5 to 33.3 to 34.2 A 2 , respectively) due to the mismatch in shape and lack of efficient packing between the cholesterol and the hexadecanoic acid. Although Lafleur and co-workers did not measure the area/lipid of this system at any cholesterol concentration and so direct experimental comparison is not possible, a similar trend of increasing area/lipid with increasing cholesterol concentration has been observed in other lipid bilayer systems.
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The coarse-grained simulations at differing cholesterol concentrations also provide insight into the kinetics of the self-assembly process, in that the acid-rich mixture was found to form a bilayer much faster ($12 ns) than the equimolar system, while the CHOL-rich system self-assembled on a longer timescale ($35 ns). This is likely a result of the increasing amount of fatty acid in the system producing a larger degree of hydrophobic shielding to provide a lower energy barrier and increased driving force for the self-assembly. As stated previously, the role of cholesterol to induce order in the acids is relatively constant for all of the compositions studied. In contrast, the higher concentration of highly hydrophilic beads (HEAD as compared to ALC beads) creates a driving force for structuring, which, in turn, affects the kinetics of the self-assembly. In addition, cholesterol has a lower diffusivity than hexadecanoic acid, 27,28 so a higher level of cholesterol slows down the migration of the molecules into the defect-free bilayer configuration. Finally, we note how the effect of the smaller bilayer density in the 65% cholesterol system appears to be minimal, considering a less compact system would be expected to have higher mobility leading to faster self-assembly.
Effect of fatty acid chain length
Finally, the transferability and accuracy of the coarse-grained model developed was tested for equilimolar systems containing dodecanoic acid (C12:0) and cholesterol and tetracosanoic acid (C24:0) with cholesterol. Ouimet et al. were experimentally able to observe bilayer formation with tetradecanoic acid (C14:0) and octadecanoic acid (C18:0) acids mixed with cholesterol, but not for mixtures containing fatty acids with tails longer than 18 carbons or shorter than 14 carbons. 34 The authors hypothesized that fatty acids with short or long tails do not form a bilayer with cholesterol because of the hydrophobic size mismatch between the two molecules, 34 while hexadecanoic acid's and cholesterol's matching length permits strong van der Waals interactions.
To validate this hypothesis, simulations with both acids from two different initial configurations were studied. The first initial configuration was similar to that shown in Fig. 4d , while the second configuration was a preassembled bilayer. For C12:0, in the preassembled system, the fatty acids were seen to slowly diffuse out of the bilayer and into the bulk water phase and ultimately form spherical micelles. Micelles were also observed to form in tandem with the bilayer phase in simulations from the crystal configuration. In both configurations, the bilayer tends to wrap around the spherical micelles, as seen in Fig. 13a , which increases the degree of contact and curvature of the bilayer, eventually causing the bilayer to buckle and rupture (shown in Fig. 13b ).
In the C24:0 system, the mechanism causing the destabilization of the bilayer is different than that seen for C12:0, but again shows the same behavior from the two different initial configurations. In this case, the extra length in the fatty acid tails prevents the leaflets from being in close contact with each other, resulting in the formation of voids or pockets. These voids create an energetically favorable midpoint for the water along the strong concentration gradient created by the bilayer. As a result, water penetrates the bilayer and collects within the pockets as shown in Fig. 13c . As more water collects between the leaflets, the hydrophobic repulsion of the tails forces the bilayer to unzip, as seen in Fig. 13d . The separation of the leaflets from each other propagates the instability of the system resulting in a similar separated configuration as seen in the C12:0 simulations. The coarse-grained models are, therefore, in good agreement with the experimental observations, not only showing destabilization occurs with a hydrophobic mismatch, but also providing Fig. 12 Order parameter of hexadecanoic acid tails from atomistic simulations (crosses) and coarse-grained simulations of differing cholesterol concentrations: 25% (diamonds), 50% (triangles), 65% (circles). molecular level insight into the mechanism of how the mismatch between the fatty acid and cholesterol destabilizes the bilayer configurations.
Conclusions
As a first step towards the development of a suite of CG models for stratum corneum lipids capable of self-assembly, models for cholesterol, fatty acids, and water have been developed and the cross interactions needed to study the self-assembly of a hydrated fatty acid/cholesterol system parameterized. A novel de-coupling strategy was applied to the force-field to not only identify the required changes for the CG bead interactions, but also highlight how differently the lipids interact with each other in the presence and absence of water and how the synergistic interactions of the lipids differ with respect to how the self-assembly process is driven. Specifically, the hydrophobic interactions drive the lipid aggregation, with the hydrophilic interactions directing the nature of the self-assembled structure. Additionally, the effect of system size, initial configuration and level of hydration on selfassembly was investigated and heuristics developed to facilitate future simulations involving more complex lipid systems.
From simulations on both the atomistic and CG levels, the bilayers studied predict the behavior and structure observed experimentally with respect to cholesterol rich domains, average bilayer height, and the rotational order of the fatty acid tails. In addition, lateral RDFs and the average area per lipid were found to be very similar between the atomistic and CG simulations, further verifying the validity of the CG models developed. In addition, on increasing cholesterol concentrations in the bilayer, the CG simulations predicted behavior consistent with experimental observations and simulations on the effect of increasing cholesterol concentration in phospholipid bilayers 59 and highlighted composition effects on the kinetics of self-assembly. The CG models were also able to characterize the bilayer destabilization behavior exhibited experimentally by short-and longchain fatty acids. Specifically, C12:0 was shown to destabilize the bilayer by diffusing out of the bilayer and forming spherical micelles that caused the bilayer to buckle and rupture, while the extra length of the C24:0 tail was shown to create pockets for water to enter between the leaflets, which in turn causes the leaflets to unzip.
